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Sitting in the sun in a small Tuscan town, her boyfriend beside her and a drink in her hand, Ella Hatto’s life seems beautiful and calm. But someone is watching her. Something unimaginable is about to happen, and Ella’s life will never be the same again. Drawn suddenly into a dark and deadly world, one that has already claimed the lives of her parents and brother, Ella is forced to face the unbearable truth of her new reality. Gone are the aspirations and dreams she once had; the expectation of a normal life. The new Ella must be ruthless and unforgiving if she is ever to survive. With the help of Lucas, a retired hitman with his own painful past to escape, Ella goes in search of the enemy she never knew she had. Terrible crimes have been committed, but vengeance will be hers. Revised edition: Previously published as For the Dogs: A Novel, this edition of The Hunter’s Prayer includes editorial revisions.
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Customer Reviews

"Seventeen-year-old boys die in car crashes, they die of meningitis, rare forms of cancer, suicide. Mostly, they don’t die at all. They pass through the age, shedding awkwardness and anger and
self-loathing on the way." But young Ben Hatto was about to die all right, the victim of a professional hit man’s bullet to the forehead. And in that he was also about to join his mother and father lying in pools of still-warm blood one floor below in the kitchen and family room (respectively) of their comfortable suburban London home. The lone remaining member of the Hatto clan, twenty-year-old Ella, is vacationing with her boyfriend in Italy. Blissfully unaware of the gruesome fate that has befallen her family, Ella is disturbed when she notices a nondescript middle-aged man watching her as she sits in a café. Before she is able to share her concern with her partner, Chris, the stranger rises from his seat and, gun in hand, moves toward her. Shots ring out in the calm of an Italian evening. Two younger men, apparently bent on doing harm to Ella, lie dead on the sidewalk. Before Ella even realizes what has happened, she and Chris have been spirited away by their shadowy guardian, a dangerous and enigmatic figure who introduces himself simply as "Lucas." Lucas, ex-assassin turned bodyguard, has been sent by Ella’s father to keep watch surreptitiously on the youths as they travel. When Lucas learns what has happened to his employer he breaks the news to his charges. He fulfills his professional obligation by delivering Ella and Chris safely to the consulate in Switzerland. So begins Kevin Wignall’s powerful and evocative new novel, FOR THE DOGS.
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